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Hydrothermal ferromanganese oxides around a
petit-spot volcano on old and cold oceanic crust
Keishiro Azami 1,7,8✉, Shiki Machida 2, Naoto Hirano 3✉, Kentaro Nakamura1,2,4,

Kazutaka Yasukawa 1,4, Tetsu Kogiso 5, Masao Nakanishi 6 & Yasuhiro Kato 1,2

Areas of old and cold oceanic plate lack conventional volcanism and have been assumed to

be devoid of submarine hydrothermal activity. However, petit-spot volcanoes are common in

areas of flexure of such oceanic plates. Here, we report hydrothermal ferromanganese oxides

dredged from the vicinity of a petit-spot volcano at 5.7 km water depth in an area of oceanic

plate flexure east of the Japan Trench. The bulk chemical, lead isotopic and mineralogical

compositions of the samples indicate their formation by low-temperature hydrothermal

activity, which can be interpreted as being caused by fluid–rock interactions at <200 °C. We

propose that interaction of local marine sediments with volatile-rich petit-spot magmas may

produce hydrothermal fluids containing not only iron and manganese but also enough

amounts of carbon dioxide and methane to have implications for the global carbon cycle.

However, contemporary hydrothermal activities at petit-spot volcanoes have not been con-

firmed yet.
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Submarine volcanism supplies multiple elements to the
oceanic environment. Submarine hydrothermal systems,
which have been documented at depths of up to 4960 m1,

produce hydrothermal deposits and hydrothermally alter the
oceanic crust2–4. They play an important role in the geochemical
budget of the ocean. Elemental fluxes from hydrothermal systems,
estimated from the water volume flux and hydrothermal fluid
chemistry, are considered important parameters for modeling
biogeochemical cycles and chemosynthetic ecosystems3,5–7.
Although elemental fluxes from hydrothermal systems in mid-
ocean ridge (MOR) settings have been extensively studied3,4, the
reliable estimations of global elemental fluxes from hydrothermal
vents, including those in low-temperature systems (<150 °C),
remains difficult because of uncertainties in water volume flux
and hydrothermal fluid chemistry3,6,8. Water volume fluxes from
low-temperature hydrothermal systems are particularly uncertain
because these systems are difficult to detect using conventional
physicochemical sensors8. Although previous researchers have
implied that such fluxes might influence estimations of elemental
fluxes in the ocean8, accurate estimates are hindered by large
variations in the chemistry of low-temperature hydrothermal
fluids, particularly in tectonic settings such as back-arc systems5.
Therefore, to accurately understand the role of submarine
hydrothermal systems in biogeochemical cycles and chemosyn-
thetic ecosystems, it is important to identify hydrothermal sys-
tems that affect elemental fluxes in the ocean under such specific
tectonic settings.

Here, we suggest that areas of petit-spot volcanoes are a specific
tectonic setting that can affect elemental fluxes in the ocean. Petit-
spot volcanoes are small monogenetic edifices reported in intra-
plate settings that are subjected to plate flexure9,10. They have
been documented in multiple parts of oceans worldwide10 and are
expected to exhibit hydrothermal activity. Interestingly, petit-spot
volcanoes erupt magmas of asthenospheric origin9,11 that are
highly enriched in volatiles (especially CO2)12. The estimated
CO2 flux from petit-spot volcanic edifices is 0.1–1.2% comparing
to that from Earth’s entire MOR system12. However, numerous
intrusions of petit-spot magma into sedimentary layers that have
been recognized in recently acquired seismic survey data13 sug-
gest that the flux estimated above is a lower limit. Despite its
small volume14, therefore, petit-spot volcanism could have a
measurable effect on the global carbon cycle. CO2 derived from
magmatic fluids has been shown to reduce the pH and increase
the alkalinity of hydrothermal fluids15, thus promoting the
leaching of lava, even at low temperatures. Petit-spot volcanoes
produce peperite16, a conglomerate of lava fragments and baked
mud formed during water-rich sediment–magma interactions.
Because the peperite formation can involve methanogenesis in
sediments by thermal decomposition of organic matter and/or
microbial activity in response to variable temperature5, the petit-
spot hydrothermal fluids possibly contain CH4. Thus, although
petit-spot volcanoes have not been recognized as hydrothermally
active sites, we propose that their hydrothermal outflow not only
contributes elemental fluxes to the ocean but may provide habi-
table settings for chemosynthetic communities.

During cruise KS-18-9 of R/V Shinsei-maru in 2018, we
recovered samples of ferromanganese (Fe–Mn) oxides of ~3.5 cm
thickness and petit-spot lavas by dredge on a petit-spot volcano
on the outer rise of the Japan Trench in the northwestern (NW)
Pacific Ocean at water depths of 5719–5707 m (Fig. 1). These
Fe–Mn oxide samples have a dull metallic luster and are not
accompanied by substrate rocks or cores (Fig. 2). These features
clearly distinguish them from the Fe–Mn oxides of hydrogenetic
origin previously reported from petit-spot volcanoes17. Although
the basaltic crust of the study area is extremely old (~131Ma)18,
the alteration rind (palagonite) of glassy petit-spot lava samples is

<1 mm thick. Assuming a palagonitization rate of 3–20 μm/kyr
for basaltic glass in seawater19, the eruption of this petit-spot
volcano was younger than 0.33Ma, thus representing one of the
youngest known petit-spot volcanoes on the NW Pacific plate9,14.

To identify the origins of the Fe–Mn oxides, we analyzed the
mineral, chemical, and Pb isotopic compositions of eight Fe–Mn
oxide samples obtained during the cruise KS-18-9. Two samples
were analyzed for their elemental distributions by using micro-X-
ray fluorescence (micro-XRF), and independent component
analysis (ICA) of micro-XRF mapping data was conducted to
examine the formation process.

Results
Eight Fe–Mn oxide samples were powdered for bulk chemical and
mineralogical analyses. Out of these samples, three samples pre-
senting a thin rim (<2 mm) of overgrown Fe–Mn oxides to the
naked eye were cut into two subsamples with and without the rim
material and then powdered. Elemental maps of split and
polished samples demonstrate anticorrelated Mn and Fe and
demonstrate that silicate debris (as reported in images of Si) is
cemented by Fe–Mn oxides (Fig. 2)20. The rim material exhibits a
columnar structure that is typical of hydrogenetic Fe–Mn crusts.

The bulk chemical compositions of these samples without
overgrown rims are characterized by high concentrations of Fe
and Mn (Mn/Fe = 1.1–3.5) and low concentrations of Co, Ni, and
Cu; high field strength elements; and rare-earth elements plus Y
(REY) (Supplementary Table 1)21. Chondrite-normalized22 REY
patterns show negative Eu anomalies (Fig. 3). The samples,
including those with portions of the rim, have higher trace ele-
ment contents than their counterparts without the rim, and they
exhibit negative Y/Ho anomalies.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of powdered samples (Sup-
plementary Fig. 1)23 show peaks corresponding to birnessite (7-Å
manganate), smectite, quartz, and plagioclase. Vernadite (δ-
MnO2) was reported only in samples that include rim material
(Supplementary Table 1)21.

We obtained Pb isotopic compositions in the Fe–Mn
oxide samples, petit-spot lava samples from the study area, and
presently forming hydrogenetic Fe–Mn crusts (surface layers of
<5 mm thick) from the Joban Seamounts of offshore northeastern
(NE) Japan and Ojin Rise Seamounts east of Shatsky Rise in NW
Pacific Ocean. The Fe–Mn samples were leached with HCl to
determine the Pb isotopic compositions of ambient seawater at
the time of formation. Pb isotopic compositions of our Fe–Mn
oxide samples differ from those of petit-spot lavas, but they
resemble those of presently forming hydrogenetic Fe–Mn crusts
(Fig. 4 and Supplementary Table 2)21.

Discussion
Geochemical evidence of petit-spot hydrothermal activity. The
characteristics of submarine Fe–Mn oxide are depicted here in a
geochemical ternary diagram24. Most samples plot within the
hydrothermal origin field; however, the rimmed samples lie
between the hydrothermal and intermediate hydrogenetic and
diagenetic fields (Fig. 5). Because Fe–Mn crusts grow only on
hard rocks, they are considered to be formed hydrogenetically,
rather than by early diagenesis of soft sediments (diagenetic
origin). However, in oceans where there is abundant supply of
terrigenous detritus, the chemical composition of Fe–Mn crusts
can show minorly diagenetic features, making them richer in Ni
and Cu than typical hydrogenetic Fe–Mn crusts (possibly asso-
ciated with bioproductivity near the ocean surface)17,25–27

(Fig. 5). Thus, the rim material we studied is considered to reflect
the characteristics of hydrogenetic Fe–Mn oxides formed in an
ocean with a high terrigenous detrital supply. Birnessite and
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vernadite detected in the samples are consistent with the geo-
chemical discrimination. Unstable todorokite (10 Å manganate),
which is precipitated from low-temperature hydrothermal fluids,
is detected as birnessite in dried samples28. The rim samples
contain vernadite, which is of hydrogenetic origin. These results
show that the samples precipitated from low-temperature
hydrothermal fluids and demonstrate a hydrogenetic rim after
the cessation of hydrothermal activity.

Petit-spot volcanoes are the potential heat source for such
hydrothermal activity in our study area, where any volcanisms,
except for recent petit-spot volcanoes9,10, have not recognized
since the formation of the oceanic plate in MOR at ~131Ma18.
The hydrogenetic rims (<2 mm) we observed on the samples are
not inconsistent with a hydrothermal origin associated with a
petit-spot volcano (<0.33Ma) because the high growth rates
(>20 mm/Myr) of hydrogenetic Fe–Mn oxides reported from the
study area29 with high supply of terrigenous detritus indicate the
young age (<0.1 Ma) of the hydrogenetic rims. Therefore, we
consider that hydrothermal activity associated with the petit-spot
volcano is the most plausible phenomenon having formed the
samples.

As the hydrogenetic rim of the samples indicates the cessation
of hydrothermal activity, water depth of the dredge site
(5707–5719 m) is different from water depth when hydrothermal
activity occurred. However, even assuming plate motion after the
formation of a petit-spot volcano (<0.33Ma), a petit-spot volcano

had erupted at deeper than any other reported hydrothermal site
(<4960 m)1. Because petit-spot volcanism occurs on old oceanic
crust prior to subduction, it occurs at greater water depths than
any other volcanic zone. Therefore, the deepest hydrothermal
fields on Earth should occur in such a tectonic setting.

The chemical compositions of these samples also show low-
temperature hydrothermal activity. Note that Mo shows high
concentrations only in hydrothermal fluid-leached rocks at high
temperatures (>310 °C)30. In hydrothermal systems, Mo is taken
into either sulfide or Mn oxide. Consequently, high Mo contents in
hydrothermal Fe–Mn oxides indicate high-temperature fluid–rock
interactions, with the exception of contexts in which such reactions
are accompanied by large-scale precipitation of sulfide before Mn
oxide precipitation, such as at MORs. The lower Mo/Mn ratios of
the samples without rim material (0.53 × 10−3–1.34 × 10−3)
relative to volcanic arc31, back arc32, and hot spot33 samples
(0.27–5.42 × 10−3, 0.93–5.00 × 10−3, and 0.22–2.51 × 10−3, respec-
tively) indicate that fluid–rock interactions occurred at lower
temperatures (box plot in Supplementary Fig. 2). REY patterns can
indicate fluid–rock interactions. Hydrothermal fluids interacting
with rocks at temperatures of >200 °C result in the development of
a positive Eu anomaly because Eu3+ in rocks is easily reduced to
Eu2+, which is readily dissolved34. Because the REY pattern of
hydrothermal Fe–Mn oxides generally shows the composition of
ambient water (mixture of seawater and hydrothermal fluid)
during precipitation, positive Eu anomalies indicate high-

Fig. 1 Maps of the study area. The study area is at the outer rise of the Japan Trench (white box in the right map). The red box in the lower-left map
delineates the dredge site (D05 dredge of the cruise KS-18-9); contour interval= 100m. In the topographic maps, brighter colors delineate areas surveyed
by research cruises KR03-07, KR04-08, YK05-06, KR07-06, and KR07-07. Topographic data for other areas are from ETOPO167. Because petit-spot
volcanoes are difficult to recognize from bathymetric data, the petit-spot volcano in this study was recognized on a gray-scale map of acoustic reflective
intensities measured during the YK11-E05 cruise (the upper-left map). The on-bottom and off-bottom points of the dredge are located in the area of high
acoustic reflective intensity, indicating a petit-spot volcano. All maps were prepared using GMT software68.
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temperature fluid–rock interactions35,36. Indeed, positive Eu
anomalies of hydrothermal Fe–Mn oxides have been reported
from settings such as MOR37,38, volcanic arc31,36, back arc8,39, and
hot spot40. The absence of positive Eu anomalies in our samples
(Fig. 3) suggests that fluid–rock interactions occurred at tempera-
tures of <200 °C34,35.

Because the Pb isotopic compositions of dredged Fe–Mn oxide
samples differ from those of petit-spot lavas but are similar to
those of presently forming hydrogenetic Fe–Mn crusts, the Pb in

our samples is inferred to be obtained from seawater. In MOR
settings, rocks are strongly altered by high-temperature hydro-
thermal fluids such that the Pb isotopic compositions of their
hydrothermal Fe–Mn oxides lie between those of MOR basalts
(MORBs) and seawater (hydrogenetic Fe–Mn crusts)41. The Pb
isotopic compositions of Fe–Mn oxides from low-temperature
hydrothermal fields approximate those of seawater42,43. The
seawater-like Pb isotopic compositions of our samples indicate
that the hydrothermal alteration of petit-spot lava does not

Fig. 2 Sample images and micro-X-ray elemental mapping images. The orange-dashed line on sample D05-21 shows the contact between the rim of
overgrown Fe–Mn oxides and hydrothermal Fe–Mn oxides. The rim shows a columnar microstructure in the Mn map (inset). The samples show Mn and Fe
decoupling with silicate debris (Si) cemented by Fe–Mn oxides, typifying hydrothermal Fe–Mn oxides on sediment-covered seafloors31. In D05-21, Fe and Si
show different spatial distributions (lower Si intensity in the yellow-dashed area than in the red-dashed area regardless of the high intensity of Fe in both
areas).

Fig. 3 Chondrite-normalized REY compositions. Blue lines show samples featuring overgrown rims; orange lines show the same samples with the rims
excluded plus the remaining samples that had no rims. The gray field shows the compositional range of low-temperature hydrothermal Fe–Mn oxides from
the Izu-Ogasawara arc36 (mean ± 1σ). The absence of positive Eu anomalies indicates that fluid–rock interactions occurred at temperatures of <200 °C.
The C1-chondrite composition is from Anders and Grevesse69.
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release Pb because fluid–rock interactions occur at low tempera-
tures; alternatively, Pb might rapidly precipitate from hydro-
thermal fluids during upwelling.

The samples contain silicate debris cemented by Fe–Mn oxides
but lava substrates are absent (Fig. 2), indicating that hydro-
thermal fluids diffused through and altered the seafloor
sediments. This result supports a model involving low-

temperature hydrothermal activity on a sediment-covered
seafloor8,31,36. To summarize, the mineralogy, chemical composi-
tions, Pb isotope ratios, and textures of the samples can only be
explained by low-temperature hydrothermal activity (probably at
a petit-spot volcano) and suggest that the hydrothermal alteration
of oceanic crust by petit-spot would be weaker than that by MOR,
volcanic arc, back-arc, and hot spot.

Fig. 4 Pb isotopic compositions of Fe–Mn oxides. Data for the Fe–Mn oxide samples (red dots), petit-spot lava samples (large yellow dots), and presently
forming hydrogenetic Fe–Mn crusts (purple dots) around the study area. Data for petit-spot lavas in the NW Pacific Ocean70 (small yellow dots),
Quaternary tephras in Japan71 (green dots), Quaternary lavas in NE Japan72 (brown dots), Quaternary loess in China73,74 (magenta dots), surface
sediments in the NW Pacific Ocean73,75,76 (cyan dots), and rocks from NE Japan to Kamchatka compiled in the GEOROC database (http://georoc.mpch-
mainz.gwdg.de/georoc/) (gray field) are observed. The GEOROC data are shown as a probability density distribution (within 2σ) obtained from the kernel
density estimation.

Fig. 5 Ternary diagram to discriminate the origins of submarine Fe–Mn oxides. The origins of submarine Fe–Mn oxides can be discriminated based on
their chemical compositions24. Samples without rims (red dots) plot within the hydrothermal field origin (orange field)24, whereas samples containing rim
material (blue dots) plot between the hydrothermal field and intermediate field of hydrogenetic (cyan area)24 and diagenetic origins (green area)24. Gray
squares, rhombuses, and triangles represent hydrogenetic Fe–Mn crusts collected from the NW Pacific Ocean17,25, NE Pacific Ocean26, and NE Atlantic
Ocean27, respectively.
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Formation process of hydrothermal Fe–Mn oxides. We per-
formed ICA using elemental mapping data (Al, Si, K, Ca, Mn, Fe,
Ni, Cu, and Zn intensities are shown in Fig. 2 and Supplementary
Fig. 3) obtained from micro-XRF to establish the hydrothermal
Fe–Mn oxide formation process as well as the evolution of
hydrothermal activity based on sample texture and geochemistry.
ICA is a statistical method that estimates the original signals from
observed multivariate data comprising statistically independent
non-Gaussian source signals44. When applied to geochemical
data, ICA can extract signatures of source materials or physico-
chemical processes controlling the chemical compositions of
samples as independent components (ICs)45,46.

Six ICs were extracted from elemental mapping data using
ICA, the results of which can be presented as IC scores and IC
loadings46 (Fig. 6, Supplementary Fig. 4, and Supplementary
Table 3)47. The value of each score represents the signal intensity

of an IC in each pixel of the elemental map. The IC loading shows
the relative contribution of each element to the individual ICs46

(“Methods” for details). The ICs are geochemically interpreted
based on their score distributions and loading patterns. The
caveat is that, although the extracted ICs are named as IC1–IC6,
they cannot be ranked by their contributions to the data structure
(i.e., by their proportional contribution to sample variance)
because they are mutually independent; as such, their relative
importance cannot be measured44,45. Therefore, the ordering
determined is nominal and cannot be interpreted as a ranking or
list of respective importance. The geochemical significance of
each extracted IC is then described as follows.

IC1 is characterized by the positive loadings of Mn and Ca and
the negative loadings of Fe and Si (Fig. 6). Because todorokite
contains Ca as an interlayer cation28, the Mn oxides on the
positive side of IC1 are associated with the hydrothermal activity,

Fig. 6 Scores and loadings of IC1, IC2, and IC3. Scores and loadings show IC signal intensities in each pixel and the relative contributions of each element
to the individual ICs, respectively. The gray areas in the distribution images of IC scores were trimmed prior to performing ICA (“Methods” for details). The
white areas in the distribution images indicate regions in which the score exceeded 2.0.
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whereas the negative side of IC1 reflects Si–Fe-rich materials. The
Si–Fe rich material, recognized as the dark green or gray–brown
portions of Fig. 2, is possibly silicate debris affected by low-
temperature (<150 °C) hydrothermal alteration, which yields
gray–green or dusky red clay and Fe oxyhydroxides48. Thus, IC1
extracts the compositional variation between the Si–Fe rich
material and Mn oxides, both of which are produced by
hydrothermal activity.

IC2 shows a distinct positive loading of Fe (Fig. 6), denoting Fe
oxides decoupled from the negative side of IC1. The XRD analysis
of the bulk sample powder showed no specific Fe minerals,
indicating that the intense Fe signal arises from amorphous Fe
(oxyhydr)oxides, which are plausibly of hydrothermal origin. The
opposite signs of Fe and Si loadings in IC2 show that IC2 extracts
Fe associated with hydrothermal processes that do not involve Si.
Assuming this inference, the elemental maps of Fe and Si
demonstrate different spatial distributions in the central and
bottom left regions of D05-21 (Fig. 2), indicating that only a
portion of Fe is closely associated with Si.

Note that IC3 is characterized by the positive loadings of Ni,
Cu, and Zn, i.e., elements enriched in hydrogenetic Fe–Mn crusts,
with high scores on the sample rims (Fig. 6). The columnar
structure of the rim (Fig. 2) is recognized in hydrogenetic Fe–Mn
crusts. The mineralogy and chemistry of powdered samples,
including the rim material, demonstrates its hydrogenetic origin.
As such, IC3 shows a hydrogenetic component that accumulates
metals from ambient seawater. Metal accumulation in hydro-
genetic components is a longer-term process than the growth of
Fe–Mn oxides of hydrothermal origin.

Unlike IC1–IC3, IC4–IC6 do not appear to be linked to the
Fe–Mn oxides. IC4, characterized by positive loadings of Si, Al,
and Ca (Supplementary Fig. 4), possibly reflects aluminosilicate
debris, such as clay and plagioclase, which were detected by XRD
analysis. IC5 scores are extremely high (~10) for K-rich particles
(possibly phillipsite) in D05-21 (Supplementary Fig. 3) and show
an exclusively positive loading of K (Supplementary Fig. 4),
reflecting variations in the K contents of the samples. This is
attributed to compositional variations in the original detrital
materials or elemental migration during hydrothermal alteration.
IC6 loadings indicate that the intensities of all elements decrease
with an increase in IC6 score. Moreover, the distribution of
IC6 scores closely traces the surface ruggedness of these sectioned
samples (Supplementary Fig. 4). Therefore, IC6 is considered to
reflect the analytical error associated with X-ray focusing and
shows that the influence of analytical error is separate from that
of other ICs.

Based on the three key ICs described above (i.e., IC1–IC3), the
processes of formation of the studied Fe–Mn oxides can be
constrained. Differences (decoupling) in the spatial distributions
of IC1 and IC2 scores (Fig. 6) indicate that Mn oxides and Fe
oxides were formed by different processes. Because IC3 shows
hydrogenetic rims, the upper side of the samples showing high
IC3 scores in Fig. 6 were possibly exposed to seawater. In general,
the formation of Fe–Mn oxides associated with low-temperature
hydrothermal fluid diffusing through sediments has been
proposed as follows8,31,36. First, when hydrothermal fluid
ascending through the sediment column reaches the seafloor,
Fe–Mn oxides are precipitated at the sediment–seawater interface
where they cement the sediments. This Fe–Mn oxide layer
becomes a cap that limits the exit of the subsequent upwelling
fluid such that Fe–Mn oxides then grow downward in the
sediment. Because of the abovementioned process, the area of
highly positive IC2 scores underlying positive IC1 scores in
sample D05-21 (Fig. 6) show that Fe oxides (IC2) precipitated
when the upwelling hydrothermal fluids were obstructed by a
capping layer of Mn oxides (IC1). The intrusion of an ascending

hydrothermal fluid in an Mn-oxide capping layer, followed by Fe
oxide precipitation, has been reported in other hydrothermal
fields8. The reticular distribution of Mn oxides (positive
IC1 scores) in turn in sample D05-20 suggests that silicate debris
was cemented by Mn oxides obtained from hydrothermal fluids
that infiltrated these sediments. The absence of Fe oxides with
highly positive IC2 scores in sample D05-20 may be attributed to
limited sampling (only the cap layer was sampled), as is suggested
by the appearance of a slightly positive IC2 at the very bottom of
the sample.

To estimate the duration of hydrothermal activity, we
calculated the growth rate of samples without their hydrogenetic
rims. The growth rates of Fe–Mn oxides can be calculated from
their chemical compositions using two methods, one based on
Co49 and another based on Ce50. We selected the Ce-chronology
(“Methods” for details) because of gross disagreements between
Co-chronology and U–Th dating that have previously been
recognized in low-temperature hydrothermal Fe–Mn oxides36.
The estimated growth rates (0.36–1.73 mm/kyr) and durations
(19.0–76.3 kyr) in our petit-spot samples (Supplementary Table 1)
were of the same order of magnitude as those of low-temperature
hydrothermal Fe–Mn oxides in the Izu-Ogasawara Arc, pre-
viously estimated from U–Th dating36.

In summary, the hydrothermal activity forming the samples
likely occurred via the following process (Fig. 7). Heat source
magma (probably petit-spot magma) yielded low-temperature
hydrothermal fluid by fluid–rock interactions at temperatures of
<200 °C. The hydrothermal fluid ascended via the sediment
column and precipitated Mn oxides at the sediment–seawater
interface. Fe oxides were precipitated below the capping layer of
Mn oxides. The hydrothermal fluid caused the alteration and
cementation of silicate debris to Fe–Mn oxides. The duration of
this hydrothermal process was 19.0–76.3 kyr. After this period of
hydrothermal activity, a hydrogenetic rim formed on the side of
the rock exposed to seawater.

Implications for elemental fluxes in the ocean. Because petit-
spot volcanism in this study shares multiple geological features
with previously studied examples9,10,14, we infer that hydrothermal
activity should be a common phenomenon at petit-spot volcanoes.
Because our samples formed on the sediment-covered seafloor,
hydrothermal activity may have occurred at the foot of volcanoes
rather than at their peaks, which are covered with volcanic
rocks9,51. When evaluating the input of elements to the ocean from
the petit-spot hydrothermal activity, we must estimate the water
volume flux. Herein, we adopted a geophysical method previously
used for estimating heat and water volume fluxes from MORs3,52

(“Methods” for details). Based on the potential temperature of the
asthenospheric source mantle (1300 °C), the temperature of petit-
spot magmas was assumed to be 1220 °C11,52. Using seismic51 and
age9 data from petit-spot volcanoes, the volume flux of petit-spot
magma in the surveyed area (Fig. 1) was estimated to be 5.0 × 10−5

km3/yr. Assuming that all heat from this magma produced
hydrothermal fluids with temperatures of 5–50 °C, the heat flux of
the hydrothermal systems related to petit spots in the surveyed area
would be 7.0–7.2 × 106W. The water volume flux was estimated to
be 1.1–19 × 109 kg/yr, similar to that of the Rainbow hydrothermal
field on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, although the corresponding heat
flux was two orders of magnitude smaller53. Assuming that petit-
spot volcanoes are as common near all trenches (~40,000 km)54

similar to those in the study area, we estimated the global heat and
water volume fluxes from petit-spot hydrothermal systems to be
1.8 × 109W and 2.9–48 × 1011 kg/yr, respectively, ~0.1% and sev-
eral percent of those along the global MOR axis, respectively
(Supplementary Table 4).
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This estimated water volume flux suggests that petit-spot
hydrothermal systems exert a nonnegligible influence on the
material input to the ocean. The magnitude of this influence
depends on the chemistry of the hydrothermal fluid, which can be
confirmed from the tectonic setting and chemical composition of
the associated magma. Our samples indicate that hydrothermal
fluids associated with petit-spot lava diffused via the seafloor
sediment. Hydrothermal fluids traversing through sediments tend
to be up to two orders of magnitude more enriched in CH4 and
NH3 than those emanating from sediment-free crusts5. The
concentrations of organic matter (from which the CH4 originates)
in deep-sea sediments near trenches55 are same order to those in
the Okinawa Trough56 of which host CH4-rich hydrothermal
fluids. Moreover, the volatiles of magmatic origin are also an
important factor controlling the chemical composition of
hydrothermal fluids5. Petit-spot magmas are extremely volatile-
rich, with pre-degassing CO2 contents of 5–10 wt%12 (10–100
times that of typical MORBs57). Therefore, hydrothermal fluids
from petit-spot volcanoes may be rich in CH4, NH3, and CO2,
indicating that petit-spot hydrothermal systems emit hydrother-
mal fluids containing certainly Fe and Mn and possibly CH4 and
NH3, thus providing potentially habitable zones for chemosyn-
thetic bacteria. Moreover, owing to the CO2-rich hydrothermal
fluid and high water pressure at such depths, active hydrothermal
vents may be accompanied by pools of liquid CO2 and CO2

hydrates as observed in the Okinawa Trough58, which are
habitable for specific microbial groups58. By assuming that the
CO2 and CH4 contents in petit-spot hydrothermal fluids were
enriched to levels ten times those of MOR hydrothermal fluids,
we roughly estimated that global emissions from the petit-spot
systems would be 1.7–80 × 1011mol/yr of CO2 and
0.7–48 × 109mol/yr of CH4. These values are over several tens
of percent comparing to those from MOR axis regions3,
suggesting that elemental fluxes from petit-spot hydrothermal
activity may play an important role in global geochemical cycles,
particularly that of carbon.

As proposed in this study, petit-spot hydrothermal activity has
the potential to be habitable zones for chemosynthetic bacteria on

old and cold oceanic crust and should form the deepest example
of a hydrothermal field known to date. Because presently active
petit-spot hydrothermal fields have not been confirmed yet, in
order to reveal the physical and chemical properties of
hydrothermal fluids in petit-spot hydrothermal systems, it is
necessary to discover an active petit-spot hydrothermal site for
in situ observations or to replicate the hydrothermal fluids by
hydrothermal experiments.

Methods
Bulk chemical and mineralogical analyses. Eight dredge samples were powdered
for bulk chemical and mineralogical analyses as follows. Three samples containing
a rim of hydrogenetic Fe–Mn oxides (D05-13, D05-15, and D05-21) were cut into
subsamples with and without the rim material (sample D05-19 contained rim
material but was not divided). After polishing the cut sections and soaking them in
ultrapure water for ~12 h, they were rinsed at least twice with ultrapure water, air-
dried, pulverized in an agate mortar, and dried at 110 °C. The bulk chemical
compositions of samples were measured by XRF (Primus II, Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan)
and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP–MS; iCAP-Q, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Bremen, Germany) at The University of Tokyo following the
methods described by Kato et al.59. Powder XRD analysis was performed using an
Ultima IV instrument (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) with CuKα radiation (40 kV and
30 mA) at The University of Tokyo. The scan range was 2θ= 3°–75° at a scan rate
of 1°min−1. The peaks of vernadite and birnessite overlapped at 2.4 and 1.4 Å,
respectively. The intensity ratios of two birnessite peaks (3.5 Å/7.2 Å) were extre-
mely similar (0.18–0.20) in all samples, but the intensity ratios of the 2.4 and 7.2 Å
peaks were higher in the rimmed samples than in samples without rims (Supple-
mentary Fig. 1), indicating that vernadite resides in the rims.

Micro-XRF analysis. Elemental imaging of Al, Ca, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Ni, Rb, S, Si,
and Zn was performed on polished cross sections of samples D05-20 and D05-21
using micro-XRF (XGT7000V, Horiba, Kyoto, Japan) with energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy at Kyoto University. The analysis was repeated 15 times at a tube
voltage of 50 kV, a tube current of 0.9 A, and an X-ray beam diameter of 100 µm.
Scanning was performed in ~75 µm intervals (pixel size) at a rate of 9 ms/pixel. The
intensity was determined as the cumulative intensity of the 15 analyses (total
analysis time = 135 ms/pixel).

Pb isotopic composition analysis. We analyzed the Pb isotopic compositions of
hydrothermal Fe–Mn oxides, petit-spot lavas, and presently forming Fe–Mn crusts.
The petit-spot lavas (D01-12 and D05-01) were obtained from the study area during
cruise KS-18-9. The presently forming Fe–Mn crusts (D3-003T and D4-02T) were
obtained from the surface layers (<5 mm thick) of hydrogenetic Fe–Mn crusts

Fig. 7 Schematic of hydrothermal activity inferred from this study. (i) A low-temperature hydrothermal fluid is produced by fluid–rock interactions at
temperatures of <200 °C via the heat transfer, probably from petit-spot lava. Hydrothermal fluids diffuse through sediments and precipitate Mn oxides (IC1
positive) at the sediment–seawater interface. (ii) Downward growth of Mn oxides impedes the escape of ascending hydrothermal fluids. (iii) Fe oxides are
precipitated beneath the Mn oxide cap layer. During the hydrothermally active period (19.0–76.3 kyr), silicate debris is altered by the hydrothermal fluid.
(iv) A hydrogenetic rim (IC3) grows at the surface exposed to seawater. The absence of a highly positive IC2 score in sample D05-20 can be explained by
partial (insufficient) sampling (cf. the white dashed boxes around samples D05-20 and D05-21).
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collected from the Joban Seamounts during cruise KH-92-3 and the Ojin Rise Sea-
mounts east of Shatsky Rise during cruise KR14-07, respectively. Pb isotopic com-
positions were obtained using a multicollector ICP–MS (MC-ICP–MS; Neptune Plus,
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen, Germany) at Chiba Institute of Technology.
Fe–Mn samples were leached in 6-N HCl at 80 °C for 15min, which did not dissolve
the silicate debris60. After separating undissolved materials from the solution by
centrifugation (~1460 G for 5min), the solubilized Pb was separated in an anion-
exchange resin with Tl doping for mass-bias correction. The Pb separation and
analytical procedure are described in Tanimizu and Ishikawa61. In repeated analyses
of the isotopic standard NIST SRM981 Pb, the measurement reproducibility (2σ) was
206Pb/204Pb= 16.9315 ± 0.0006, 207Pb/204Pb= 15.4849 ± 0.0009, and
208Pb/204Pb= 36.6768 ± 0.0019 (n= 3). The total procedural blank of Pb yielded a
negligibly small value (13.4 pg). Pb recovery yield in Fe–Mn oxides exceeded 90%.

ICA. The theoretical background, numerical methods, and geochemical applica-
tions of ICA are detailed elsewhere44–46. We first trimmed the elemental mapping
data (Supplementary Data 1–2) to omit data from outside the sample surface. This
trimming was based on the intensities of the major elements (K < 5 counts, Al <5
counts, Si <20 counts, Mn <50 counts, and Fe <50 counts). The omitted data are
shown as gray areas in Fig. 6 and Supplementary Fig. 4. Because ICA presupposes
non-Gaussian distributions of the original signals, we verified the data structure.
The histograms of elemental intensities were multimodal, concave, or long-tailed,
reflecting inherent non-Gaussian data distributions (Supplementary Fig. 5). This
result justifies the application of ICA to our data.

ICA was implemented using the “fastICA” function in the “fastICA” package
developed for ICA in R. In the numerical process, the observed ICA data X are
expressed as a matrix of n × m, in which the rows and columns correspond to the
data points (i.e., pixels) and observed variables (counts of each element),
respectively, as follows:

X ¼ SA; ð1Þ
where S is an independent source of an n × r matrix (whose columns are ICs), and
A is an r ×m mixing matrix. The S matrix estimated by ICA is the IC signal
intensities in each observed pixel (defined as the score), and A is the relative
contributions of each element to the individual ICs (defined as the loading46). r is
the number of ICs to be extracted, which can be selected as an integer between 1
and m inclusive. In this study, r was set to six, denoting that 90.7% of the total data
variance could be collectively explained by the six ICs. After centering X as per the
mean of each variable, the unknown S was obtained as follows:

S ¼ XKW; ð2Þ
where K is a whitening matrix and W is an orthogonal matrix for rotating the
whitened data. The columns of whitened X have zero mean and unit variance and
are uncorrelated.W is numerically determined to maximize the non-Gaussianity of
each whitened variable using an evaluation function approximating negentropy44.
The histograms of extracted IC scores demonstrate strongly non-Gaussian
distributions, thus confirming the mutual independence of the extracted
components44,46 (Supplementary Fig. 6 and Supplementary Data 3–4).

Growth rate estimation. The growth rates of submarine Fe–Mn oxides can be
estimated from their Co49 or Ce50 components. Co-based chronology, which assumes
a constant nondetrital Co flux to the seafloor, is extensively applied; however, in
addition to the GEOTRACES program having demonstrated that nondetrital Co flux
to the seafloor varies62, particularly near continental margins (where our study area is
located); its results for low-temperature hydrothermal Fe–Mn oxides are inconsistent
with those of U–Th dating (the discrepancy factor is ~100)36. Furthermore, Ce-based
chronology estimates growth rates (GR in mm/Myr) from Ce enrichment in Fe–Mn
oxides with respect to ambient seawater as follows:

GR ¼ 1:94´ 104

CeFM � CeSW ´ PrFM=PrSW
� �1:43 ; ð3Þ

where CeFM, PrFM, CeSW, and PrSW are Ce and Pr contents (µg/g) of Fe–Mn oxides
and ambient seawater, respectively50. Therefore, we employed the Ce-based chron-
ology with respect to the measured REY composition of the ambient seawater63.

Estimation of heat and water volume fluxes. The heat and water volume fluxes
from the petit-spot hydrothermal system were estimated using geophysical
methods3,52. Based on its P-wave velocity, the oceanic crust is conventionally
divided into three layers: layer 1 (sediment), layer 2 (pillow lavas and dolerite sheet
dikes), and layer 3 (gabbroic lower crust)64. After deriving the conical volume in
layer 1 and columnar volume in layer 2 from seismic data51, the magma volume of
a single petit-spot volcano above layer 3 (shallower than 2.5 km below the
seafloor65) was calculated as 3.3 km3 (Supplementary Fig. 7). The magma volume
flux (FV) of petit-spot volcanism in the surveyed area was 5.0 × 10−5 km3/yr. The
estimation formula was as follows:

FV ¼ V ´ N=A; ð4Þ
where V is the magma volume of a single volcano, N is the number of volcanoes in

the surveyed area14, and A is the oldest age of the petit-spot volcanoes9 (Supple-
mentary Table 4). Assuming that all heat in the petit-spot magma was consumed
by hydrothermal fluid production (TH= 5–50 °C), the hydrothermal heat flux (FH)
and water volume flux (FW) were 7.0–7.2 × 106W and 1.1–19 × 109 kg/yr, respec-
tively. The estimation formulas are as follows:

FH ¼ FV ρcm Tm � TH

� �þ L
� �

; ð5Þ

FW ¼ FH= cH TH � Ts

� �� �
; ð6Þ

where ρcm is the volume-specific heat of magma (3.8 × 106 J/m3/K)52, Tm is the
intrusion temperature (1220 °C), L is the latent heat per volume of magma
(10,280 J/m3)52, cH is the specific heat of the hydrothermal fluid (4 J/g/K)66, and Ts
is seawater temperature (2 °C). Because the potential temperature of the astheno-
sphere under petit-spot volcanoes is ~1300 °C11, the intrusion temperature of the
petit-spot magma was set to the temperature of dolerite dikes in MOR52. The
global magma volume flux of petit-spot volcanism can be estimated from the
percentage of the area near the trench represented by the surveyed area (Fig. 1), the
length of the surveyed area along the trench12, and the total length of all trenches54

(Supplementary Table 4) if the occurrence frequency of petit-spot volcanism in the
study area is representative of other trenches. This calculation yields a global heat
flux of 1.8 × 109W and a global water volume flux of 2.9–48 × 1011 kg/yr.
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